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DeBloois: Coins in the New Testament

coins in the new testament
nanci debloois

the coins found at masada ptolemaic seleucid herodian

roman jewish tyrian nabatean etc testify not only of the
changing fortunes of
judea but also of the variety of coins circuofjudea
lating in that and neighboring countries during this time such
diversity generates some difficulty in identifying the coins mentioned in the new testament
since the beginnings of coinage in the seventh or sixth centuries BC judea had been under the control of the persians
alexander the great and his successors the ptolemies
Ptolemies of egypt and
Perga mum as well as local leaders such as the
the seleucids of pergamum
Hasmoneans because of internal discord about 37 BC rome
hasmoneans
became involved in the political and military affairs of the area
with the result that judea became a roman province in AD 6 each
change of leadership or power meant an accompanying change
of coinage from the gold and silver philippi and aiex
alem
Alex
andreis of
alexandras
II of
ofmacedon
philip 11
macedon and his son alexander the great to the roman
provincial coinage bearing the image of caesar augustus and his
successor tiberius in addition to the monetary differences resulting from political changes in judea jewish males from throughout
the world brought foreign coins with them to pay the temple tax
when they made their annual pilgrimage to jerusalem
for these reasons among others it is difficult if not impossible to identify with any certainty which coins are meant by the
numerous references to them in the new testament seven different types or denominations of coins are mentioned by name
didrachma
di
denarius drachma didrachm
kodrantes and
drachm stater assarion kodrantes
lepton in addition there are general references to money or sums
of money for example to argurion and ta lenton
239
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probably the most recognizable of all the coins is the one
described when jesus was challenged about paying taxes to caesar
matt 2215 22 mark 1213 17 luke 2020 26 according to the
accounts jesus was asked by the Herod
ians and the students or folherodians
lowers of the pharisees
Pharis ees who intended to entangle him in his talk
if it was legal to pay the kensos
kennos census poll tax to caesar when
he asked them to show him the money to pay the tax they showed
him a denarius a large silver roman coin and identified the image
and inscription it bore as belonging to caesar jesus reply is well
caesara
known render unto caesar the things that are caesars
Cae sars and to god
the things that are gods matt 2221 mark 1217 luke 2025
the denarius jesus was shown was

stamped with the
image of caesar but
which caesar beginning in 44 BC with
an issue of silver de
darii bearing the
narii
image of the wreathed
head of julius caesar
and the legend CAESAR

sardictperpetvo
dictperpetvo

1

silver denarius of caesar tiberius traditionally this denarius has been named as
the tribute money shown to christ however the caesar whose image was on the
penny brought by christs detractors could
have been julius or augustus

fig

1

each successive caesar customarily issued
silver and gold denardi
denarii stamped with his own likeness or the
imperial mints issued such coins in the emperors honor A whole
denarii were struck during the reign of augustus caesar
series of denardi
27 BC AD 14 with his image on the obverse throughout the
principate of tiberius AD 14 37 the imperial mints struck a
series of gold and silver coins carrying his image with the legend
TLCAESAR DIVI
TICAESAR
DWI AVG E AVGVSTVS and on the reverse a seated woman
presumed to be livia Tiberi
PONTIE
uss mother with the legend ponne
tiberiuss
MAXIALI2 see fig 11.
MAXIM
the practice of stamping coinage with the
emperors image continued long after tiberius it is the silver
denarius of tiberius that has become known as the tribute
penny although the coin jesus was shown could also have been a
denarius of julius or augustus caesar
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the

whenjudea
judea was made a
census was instituted in AD 6 when
roman province with the requirement that it be paid in roman
coin the amount was a denarius the standard silver coin of the
roman empire the word is somewhat misleadingly translated
penny several times in the king james bible because in britain d
originally designating a denarius is the abbreviation for pence 5
clearly however the denarius was worth a good deal more than a
penny although it is impossible to establish an accurate value for
the coin in modern terms a survey of the value of a denarius in
new testament times can provide some perspective the accepted salary for a days work by a common laborer was a denarius as illustrated in the parable about the man who hired servants
to work in his vineyard matthew 201 16 each worker received
one denarius whether he worked all day or was hired at the
eleventh hour in the parable of the good samaritan luke 1035
the amount paid to the innkeeper for the care and lodging of the
denarii
den arii or two days wages
injured jew was two denardi
other references to the denarius occur in the story about the
feeding of the five thousand in marks account 637 the apostles
ask jesus if they should buy two hundred denardi
denarii worth of bread to
feed the crowd and in johns 67 philip says that two hundred
denardi
denarii will not buy enough bread for so many people in mark 145
and john 125 which tell similar stories the value of spikenard
denarii a years wages for a
ointment is stated to be three hundred denardi
laborer in both stories the ointment is used to anoint jesus but
others object that a more praiseworthy deed would have been
selling it and giving the money to the poor to teach simon the
pharisee a lesson about service and forgiveness jesus uses the example of two debtors one owing five hundred denardi
denarii and the
other fifty both of whom are forgiven their debts luke 741
one of the basic silver coins of the greeks was the drachma
which circulated throughout the hellenistic eastern mediterranean
in the wake of alexander the great and his successors see fig 2
the new testament parable of the lost coin refers to drachmas
what woman having ten pieces of silver the king james translation for ten drachmas if she lose one piece doth not light a
candle and sweep the house and seek diligently until she find it
luke 158 10 we are also told that the temple tax paid annually
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fig

2

obverse and reverse views of a

drachma these silver coins were struck about
130 BC in rhodes A drachma figures in the
parable of the lost coin

by every jewish male even when dispersed throughout the world was two
drachmas or a didrachma
di
didrachm matt 1724 the
drachm
amount is established in the old testament at half a shekel
ex 3013
3015 3826 41 some numismatists believe that the drachma
5013
was originally about equal in weight and value to a roman denarius but by new testament times the relationship appears to have
denarii
den arii A third century bc
been about four drachma to three denardi
source says the drachma was the price of a sheep or one fifth the
price of an ox 51
the most valuable coin mentioned by
name in the new testament is the greek stater
originally struck in gold but later in silver the
gold stater known as the philippus first struck
II of
by philip 11
ofmacedon
macedon the father of alexander
the great and the one known as the alexan
dreios for alexander continued to be struck
dreihs
and circulated many years after their deaths
see fig 33. but seaters
staters were issued by other
fig 3 gold stater greek
and
states
value
cities
and
the
size
and
struck during the
III
time of philip 111
ili
lii varied from place to place the silver stater of
the new testament has been estimated to be
of macedon 323
316 BC
denarii or four drachmas
equal in value to eight denardi
or a tetradrachma
tetradrachm
didrachma the coin
tetra drachm or two didrachms
peter found in the mouth of a fish with which he was to pay
the annual temple tax of a didrachm for both himself and jesus
was a stater matt 1727 where the king james version renders
it a piece of money the thirty pieces of silver judas iscariot
received for betraying jesus matt 2615 273 5 6 may have
been st aters 6
another roman coin mentioned in the new testament
although it is referred to by its greek diminutive is the as or the
I1
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assarion it was a bronze coin originally worth one tenth of a denarius but in the mid second century BC it was devalued to one
sixteenth of a denarius to reflect its change of value in the market 7
Perga mum and ephesus however the denarius was worth eighat pergamum
as
assaria
sarla the king james bible translates assarion as farthing
saria
teen asparia
assariathe
both at matthew 1029 where it is given as the purchase price of
two sparrows presumably for sacrifice and luke 126 where the
assaria cheaper in bulk perhaps
price of five sparrows is two asparia
also translated as farthing in the king james version
matt 526 mark 1242 is kodrantes
kodrantes greek for the latin quadrans a coin worth one fourth an assarion the context of the citation in matthew is a lesson on forgiveness and reconciliation with
the adversary deliver thee to the judge
ones opponents lest
and the judge deliver thee to the officer and thou be cast into prison
verily 1I say unto thee thou shalt by no means come out thence till
matt 525
thou has paid the uttermost farthing kodrantes
kodrantes
the passage in mark refers to the widow who cast into the treale
heptal
sury two mites lep
leptal
lepta
pta
tul
tal which make a farthing kodrantes
the last coin mentioned in the
mzws
new testament and the smallest both maws
in value and size is the lepton the widows mite see fig 44. originally a
small greek copper coin worth one
seventh of a chalgos
chalkos in athens 9 it
was the smallest bronze coin used by
the jews and was valued at one half a

quadrans kodrantes according to
mark 1242 the word also appears in
lukes version of the widows mite fig 4 widows mites
blepta struck durstory luke 212 and the prison les- bronze lepta
the
times of herod
ing
son compare matt 525 thou shalt
herod agrippa and pilate
not depart thence till thou hast paid
the very last mite lepton luke 1259
one coin not mentioned by name in the new testament but
probably best known to the jews was the shekel like the drachma
the shekel was originally a weight rather than a coin at the time
of the new testament a judean silver shekel was considered to be
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tyrian shekel AD 5455 the obverse has
the head of heracles melqart
melhart the principal god
of tyre and the reverse an eagle standing on a
prow and the legend tyre the holy and city of
asylum even with the image of a god upon
it this and similar coins had to be accepted by
the jews
fig

5

arii and a gold shekel was
denarii
den
worth four denardi
W
valued at fifteen silver shekels in the old
testament a shekel weight of gold was
the value of an ox or about two tons of grain
a ram was worth two silver shekels lev 515 the average weight
11.4
114 grams or one fourth
of the silver shekels that have survived is 114
ounce about the same weight as an american half donnar
dollar 10 shekels
along with half and quarter shekels were minted locally at gaza or
Ash
kelon as well as at tyre and antioch the thirty pieces of silver
ashkelon
tria
friakonta
triakonta
fria konta arguria judas iscariot received matt 2615 are
tria
believed by some scholars to have been tyrian or Antio
antiochian
chan silver
antiochan
shekels see fig 5 at the ratio of 4 denardi
denarii per shekel the amount
judas received would be 120 denardi
denarii
den arii or about four months salary
for a laborer a sum considered appropriate compensation or
blood money when someone was accidentally killed ex 2152
2132
unlike the shekel the talent is a weight or value that did not
become the name of a coin 11 two well known parables in the
gospels use the talent the parable of the unforgiving servant
matt 1824 and the parable of the talents matt 2514 30
luke 1911 27 the unforgiving servant is excused a debt of
ten
often
thousand talents matt 1823
1823
1825 but refuses in turn to forgive a debt
of one hundred pence 1828 the king james versions ten thousand talents is a literal translation of murion talanton although
the modifier murion can also mean countless a very large but
indefinite number the hundred pence is a rendering of beka
ton denaria a hundred denardi
den arii
denarii
although the relative value of a talent is even more difficult to
pin down than the values of the coins it represents a great deal of

WA
h
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money the bible concordance gives the value at 750 ounces of silver based on a roman penny as one eighth of an ounce another
source claims that a talent weighed 125 librae roman pounds of
12 ounces each or that it was a variable weight between 58 and
80 modern pounds depending on its composition whether silver
agin a syrian talent for example was
or gold and place of origin
origin
worth less than one fourth the value of an aeginetan or attic talent 12 borowski says it was worth 3000
5000 shekels or a babylonian
kikar 13 king solomons annual income was said to be 666 talents
of gold and the gold mines of Kr
krenides
kranides
enides 14taken over by philip 11II of
macedon produced 1000 talents per year even making allowances
for hyperbole for a servant to owe 10000 talents seems very unlikely and to be forgiven of the debt even more unlikely
the parable of the talents gives amounts that are somewhat
more realistic one servant received five talents another two and a
third only one talent each according to his ability matt 2515
the first servant doubled his five talents as did the one who
received two talents but the third servant because of his fear
buried the talent and earned no profit on it he was told by his master you should have put my money ta arguria the silver pieces
to the exchangers tois trapezitais and then at my coming 1I should
have received mine own with usury tokos interest matt 2527
money changers were necessary to life and commerce in
jerusalem and judea during the first century AD the variety of
coins circulating there plus the judaic law that required payment
of the temple tax in jewish coin or coin acceptable to the jewish
law and the roman requirement that the tribute be paid in roman
coin created a need for professional money changers these
trape zai or booths at the city gates and on
trapezas
kollybistai had tables trapezai
the porches of the temple in jerusalem where they charged a
small commission however the money changers were notorious
for cheating their customers and were the object of a number of
rabbinical rebukes as well as of jesus wrath when he drove them
15 john 215
from the temple matt 2112 mark 11
1115
because the relative values of the various types of coins were
complex and because the intrinsic value of the coins gave rise to
the practice of cutting or clipping metal from the edges of coins
especially those made from precious metal merchants customarily
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table

1

standard relative values of roman coins

coin name

metal

weight

value

denarius aureus
quinarius aureus

gold

122.70 grains
12270
61.39 grains
6139

denardi
25 silver denarii
12v2 silver denarii
1212
denardi

argen teus
argenteous
denarius argenteus
argen teus
argenteous
quinarius argenteus

silver

61.39 grains
6139
30.69 grains
3069
5069

16 asses
8 asses

Ses
sestertium
tertius
sestertius

orichalcum15
orichalcum15

421.00 grains
42100
210.50
21050 grains

4 asses

175.40 grains
17540
43.90
4390
4590 grains

1

dupondius

copper

As

quadrans

2 asses

as
va
v4
14 as

table 2 coin equivalents in jerusalem
equivalents

coin name
denarius gold

25 silver
denardi
denarii

Tetra
tetradrachma
drachm
tetradrachm

1

Di drachm

12

denarius silver

4 sestertii
sester
tii

drachma

34

denarius

va
v4
14 shekel

3

Ses
sestertium
sestertius
tertius

13

drachma

4 asses

8 se misses

dupondius

2 asses

2 setnisses
se
misses

4 quadrantes

As

quadrans
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stater

stater

3 chalcon
chalcoi
14

8

shekels

I1 shekel

12

shekel

silver
denardi
denarii
3

silver
denardi
denarii
112

6

sestertii

16 asses

sestertii
sester
tii

12 asses

16 quadrantes

as

8
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weighed coins to be sure they were getting the full amount for
their merchandise the exchange of monies was also based at least
partially on weight although there were apparently certain accepted equivalencies among the various types and denominations
of coins
the roman system of denominations was based on the silver
argenteus
argen teus table 1 shows the standard reladenarius or denarius argenteous
tive values of roman coins that were current in the empire for
more than two centuries after the reforms of augustus 16 based on
table 1 and equivalencies given in the new testament and elsewhere the approximations in table 2 can be formulated coins are
listed in order of decreasing value the equivalencies are at best
tentative it must be remembered that the system employed in the
part
western part of the empire differed from that of the eastern part
tetradrachm with the fracwhere the basic silver coin was the tetradrachma
abols and chalcon
chalcoi
chal coi asias silver curtional coinage consisting of obols
arii in syria
denarii
den
rency was cistophoric
cistophori each equal in value to three denardi
denarii
den arii while in
tetradrachm
the silver tetradrachma
tetra drachm was probably worth four denardi
other areas it was worth only three even when asses were
struck in asia minor they might have been only half the weight of
one minted at rome 17
according to the historians dio cassius and tacitus the yearly
salary of a foot soldier in the roman legions between AD 14 and
84 was 900 sester
stipendial
stip endia on january 1
tri paid in three equal stipendia
sestertii
sestertfl
tii
11
may 1 and september 1I 18
sest
according to our figures 900 sestertil
sestertii
sester
tii
til
ertil
equals 225 denardi
denarii
den arii which if the pay is based on a military year of
360 days suggests that the soldier earned only slightly more than
half a denarius per day less than a laborers wage of one denarius
assuming both the figures are correct
the conclusions we can draw from these estimates of value
judash price for betraying jesus was between three and
are that judass
four months wages that the amount paid by the good samaritan
for the care and lodging of the injured jew was about two days
wages that the temple tax paid by the jews was about one and a
half days wages and that the tribute paid to rome was about one
days wage the servant in the parable of the talents who buried
his money instead of investing it buried the equivalent of three
thousand shekels or about twenty four years of a laborers wages
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the

value of ten thousand talents if these figures are accurate
seems beyond comprehension
the sources of the coins circulating in judea during new testament times were as diverse as the coins themselves in general
the roman policy regarding the minting of money for judea was
the same as that of earlier governing powers persia alexander
egypt and so on the imperial mints supplied the gold and silver
coins which were the larger denominations and local or provincial mints supplied smaller denomination coins made of bronze
brass or copper
the earliest jewish coins with hebrew script are from the
fifth century BC and are inscribed with the word beqa
beba in the next
yebud the name of israel while a
yehud
century small coins inscribed yehudy
i
persian province were produced both coins were minted in
judea by permission of the persians 19 at other later periods various jewish coins were struck for example during the period of
Hasmon eans about 134 76 BC
jewish independence under the hasmoneans
and a century later during the jewish revolts against the romans in
hasmonaean
Hasmon ean coins bore legends both
AD 66 70 and 132 35 the hasmonean
in greek and hebrew while the later freedom coins were inscribed only in ancient hebrew but both types bore symbols such
as a pomegranate a palm frond a star or an anchor rather than
the representations of gods or mortal rulers that were common on
greek and roman coins see fig 6 compare to fig 55.
silver half
shekel struck in jerusalem
in AD 68 during the jew
ish war against rome
weight 6.94
694 g right silver
shekel struck in jerusalem
14.2
142 g
in AD 69 weight 142
the obverse sides of both
denominations show a chalice and the reverse sides
a stem with three pome
granates
gradates and the legend
jerusalem the holy

fig 6

left
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tetradrachma
fig 7 silver greek tetradrachm
tetra drachm note the
athenian owl circa 375 BC

il

gaza is presumed by most scholars
to have been the principal regional mint in
the early fourth century BC coins struck
there imitated the fifth century attic coins
which bore the image of athena on the
obverse and the athenian owl and greek abbreviation for athens
on the reverse see fig 7 in fact many consider the copies made
at gaza of these athenian tetradrachms
tetradrachma among the most beautiful
coins of this early period 20 alexander the great established mints
at aakko
akko acre jaffa joppa Ash
kelon and gaza as well as at
ashkelon
sycamine haifa in caesarea and scythopolis in samaria 21 coins
issued by these mints were silver tetradrachma
tetradrachms and drachmas and
the gold stater known as the alexandreios
ios because it bore the
Alexandre
image of alexander
during the roman period beginning in 57
37 BC the gold and
silver coins for
forjudea
judea were supplied by the imperial mints at rome
alexandria and antioch while the small denominations were
minted locally by the herods
hernds under the direction of the high priest
or by the roman procurators
pro curators governors about 15 BC augustus
procuratory
dunum in gaul as his great imperial mint which for
established Lug
lugdunum
the remainder of augustuss reign and all of Tiberi
uss was to suptiberiuss
ply the empire with gold and silver currency denardi
denarii
den arii the small
change
coins of orichalcum and copper were produced for
rome and italy by the senate while the provinces had their own
supply of lesser value coins either in local currency issued with
roman approval or in special provincial issues 22
romes policies and those of her predecessors regarding
coinage are significant in several ways when the same coins are
used by people throughout a vast area such as that governed by
rome those common coins serve as a symbol of cohesion and
belonging affirmed by constant use 23 on a more pragmatic level
common coinage makes commerce easier for merchants who
travel from country to country the images on the coins particularly those of the emperors also provide symbols of the power or
1123
2123
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authority of the state and of the emperors as representatives of the
state the affirmation of worldly power through coin portraiture
is nicely encapsulated in christs words of whom is this image and
caesara
the inscription give to caesar the things which are caesars
Cae sars
3224
3221
1121
matt 2217 22 mark 1213
6
17
121317 luke 2021 624 coinage portraiture may also provide a partial explanation for the persistence of
jewish coins the jewish people in particular would find the representations of pagan gods and mortal rulers on their coins objectionable
tio nable coins minted by and for the jews except for those of
herod bore images of plants or trees impressions of the temple at
jerusalem and other acceptable images
just as he used the portrait of caesar on the roman denarius
to teach a lesson about the differences between temporal and spiritual matters christ used money in many other situations to teach
the people in fact the number of references to specific or indefinite sums of money seems surprising considering the fact that
jesus repeatedly taught the principle of valuing spiritual matters
and denouncing or keeping in perspective material things
nanci debloois is assistant professor of classics at brigham young university

NOTES

caesar dictator uninterruptedly on the reverse were a caduceus
fasces axe globe and clasped hands compare george F hill ancient greek
x117
and roman coins chicago argonaut publishers 1964 plate xii7
xiii the message or political programme
programma
pro gramme conveyed by the images on this coin are republican office felicitas world rule pietas and concordia according to christopher
How gego ancient historyfrom
howgego
history from coins london routledge 1995 75
the legends are translated tiberius caesar augustus son of the divine
augustus and pontifex maximus compare florence A banks coins of bible
days new york macmillan 1955 83 christopher C chamberlain and fred
reinfeld coin dictionary and guide new york sterling publishing 1960
238 and carol H V sutherland coinage in roman imperial policy 31 BC
AD 68 new york barnes
bames and noble 1971 appendix A 190
3banks
abanks coins of bible days 78
banks
betlyon states that the temple tax at the time jesus was an adult was a
denarius but after the revolt of 66
70 CE it was doubled to a half shekel john W
6670
betlyon coinage in the anchor bible dictionary ed david noel freedman
6 vols
kvols
vois
vols new york doubleday 1992 11082 1086 87
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phai 228 fgm
phal
orphal
ofphal
22jac
jac cited by william F amdt
arndt
demetr of
fam 22
aidt and F wilbur
gingrich A greek english lexicon of the new testament and other early christian literature chicago university of chicago press 1957 sv drachma
IDS bible dictionary sv money although others are equally confident
los
ios
they were silver shekels see betlyon coinage 1086 arndt and gingrich
greek english lexicon sv argurion and oded borowski from shekels to
talents money in the ancient world biblical archaeology review 19 septem
ber October 1993 68 70
beroctober
7eiio
ilo
iiolio 10
lo cascio state and coinage in the late republic and early empire
journal of roman studies 71 1981 77
810
0o cascio state and coinage 78
913
917
jewish coinage and of money in the old
frederic W madden history of ofjewish
rederic
2411
and new testaments chicago argonaut publishers 1967 24
borowski shekels to talents 69
arndt and gingrich claim it was a unit of coinage citing josephus
jewish war 5.571
5571 and others arndt and gingrich greek english lexicon sv
talanton
arndt and gingrich greek english lexicon sv talanton and talan
baios
taios
borowski shekels to talents 68
14
chamberlain coin dictionary and guide 183
150richalcum
orichalcum is a compound of about 4 parts of copper and one of zinc
at the time of its introduction under augustus analysis shows that it contained
from 78 to 72 pc of copper and from 22 to 28 pc of zinc later on tin and
lead were added to its composition and the proportions of the constituent metals
were subject to a good deal of variation mattingly and sydenham roman imperial coinage 24
16the
Quin arii
the table is based on that of mattingly and sydenham who say quinarii
never seem to have been struck in large quantities and with very few exceptions
these small coins rank among the rarities of imperial coins harold mattingly and
edward A sydenham the roman imperial coinage vol 1 augustus to vitel
lius london spink and son 1923 25
17
17andrew
claudians in
andrew burnett roman provincial coins of the julio claudiana
essays in honour of robert carson and kenneth jenkins ed martin price
andrew burnett and roger bland london spink 1993 149
michael A speidel roman army pay scales journal ofroman
of roman studies
82 1992 88 n 6
19
borowski shekels to talents 70
20
oif
betlyon coinage 1082 and plate COI
Olf
c0101f
col
coiolf
cgeorge
george C williamson the money of the bible london religious tract
2george
2

3

society 1894 31
22
mattingly and sydenham roman imperial coinage 3 4
23howgego
Howgego
history arom
howgego ancient historyfrom
from coins 43
24
howgego
Howgego ancient historyfrom
history from coins 43
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gammadia
madia three
woollen fragment bearing a notched purple L shaped gam
signify
sigmfi
of the cloth fragments found at masada contain gammadia the signifi
cance of these ancient markings remains obscure
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